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Girder Grabber III is a modification of the successful Girder Grabber II airframe, namely in replacing everything aft of the 

rear hook. The rest of the model, including the prop, remained the same. The stab chord was increased while the span 

remained essentially the same. The stab spars were tapered to save some weight, and the tail surfaces are covered in 

Y2K film for additional weight savings. In all, 45 mg was shed despite the model having a larger stab which proved nearly 

as stiff as its predecessor. 

 

I chose a larger stab to address stability problems with the Girder Grabber II, which in turn had a longer tail moment 

than its own predecessor. The pitch damping of this newest setup finally seems sufficient for the wing and prop so that 

the model can be launched on slightly higher torque settings and with better reliability. The CG has moved forward a 

little, while the model’s tail volume has increased. As a result, the model flies on more stab incidence, which corrects for 

any airframe flexure at launch. Now the model maintains the proper pitch attitude throughout the flight instead of 

literally climbing nose down at high torque. The airspeeds stay lower, so the model is no longer prone to tucking its left 

wing in turbulence. There is the added benefit that the improved pitch damping has allowed me to get the same average 

launch thrust at higher pitch settings so that the model maintains a lower average rpm. On the record flight, Girder 



Grabber III climbed to about 20’ before descending all the way to 7’ before climbing away again around 8 minutes into 
the flight. It reached the rafters of St. Luke’s around 14 minutes and continued bumping heavily until 19:30. The last 
bump against the ceiling was at exactly 21:30. The intensity of the ceiling hits indicates that the model is still using too 

much power in the second climb. I’m also questioning whether the amount of back off was necessary, as my motorstick 
is really quite robust. 

In general, this model flies very nicely. My wife Hope built her own Girder Grabber III right after I finished mine, and hers 

also flies well using the same adjustments. She built a little more robustly so that the model could take some rougher 

handling, so her airframe is 600 mg. It still looks like it should do 20+ in Cat I flying, and Hope finds F1R tactically easier 

than F1D since there’s less airplane to keep track of. I tend to agree. The models are easy to transport, no more difficult 
to build than an F1D, relatively low tech, and use small motors which don’t have to be pushed to the limit. Until I started 
flying Girder Grabber III, literally all of my F1R records were set on the same rubber motor. It did, of course, accumulate 

two extra knots! 


